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ABSTRACT
The authors analyze consequences of changing the terms of trade between
agriculture and industry on capital accumulation and on welfare of
workers in different sectors. This issue was central to Soviet
industrialization debate and it remains important in today's developing
world. Through a simple general equilibrium model, the authors show that
a prize squeeze on peasants increases accumulation (as Evgeny
Preobrazhensky argued), but it makes both urban and rural workers
worse-off (contrary to Preobrazhensky's contention). The desirable
changes in terms of trade are shown to depend on intertemporal
valuations, but, within a range, not on rural-urban welfare trade-off. The
characterization of the optimal terms of trade is remarkably simple, in
which the role of welfare weights and of relevant empirical parameters are
easily ascertained. The authors then extend the analysis to economies with
labor mobility and unemployment and , using a simple model with rigid
industrial wage, show that the optimal terms of trade entail a tax on the
urban sector, a subsidy to the rural sector, and a level of urban
employment such that the urban wage exceeds the marginal product of
urban workers. (This abstract is from: Journal of Economic Literature,
Volume 22, Number 3, September 1984, pages 1454-1455)
Previous working version include:
“The economics of price scissors.” National Bureau of Economic Research,
Cambridge, MA. NBER working paper series, Working paper number
1156. June 1983.

The Economics of Price Scissors
By RAAJ KUMAR SAH AND JOSEPH E. STIGLITZ*
An important policy issue facing many
developing countries is that of the appropriate terms of trade between the industrial and agriculturalsectors. Traditionally, this problem has been known as the
"scissorsproblem,"and it has been typically
discussedin the context of a socialistsociety
strivingfor capital accumulationin the early
phase of economic development.'Changing
the terms of trade has distributionalconsequences as well. We examine here both the
accumulationand the distribution aspects
simultaneously.
Our analysisis based upon a simple general equilibriummodelof a dual economy,in
which the role of incentives in the rural
sector is emphasized.Using this model, we
describe the effects of alteringthe terms of
tradeon the membersof the ruraland urban
sectors, and on the state's surplus.We then
extend our analysis to obtain normativeresults, such as: under what conditionswill a
change in the terms of trade unequivocally
benefit a society; and what is the nature of
the optimaltermsof trade?
The issues being examinedin the present
paperare of considerablehistoricalas well as
contemporarysignificance.One of the central
concernsof the classicaleconomistswas the
relativeroles of the town and the countryin
the earlyphases of economicgrowth.Proba-

bly the best known landmarkof this interest
was the lively controversybetween Thomas
Malthus and David Ricardo on the corn
laws. These concerns were also recognized,
but side-stepped,by KarlMarx.2
The town vs. countryquestionsemergedas
pivotal, however,on the eve of the October
Revolution;so much so that everyimportant
Soviet leader had to grapple with it.3 Furthermore,the economic events of the early
1920's were so severe (see Maurice Dobb,
ch. 7) that the state's policy on the terms of
trade became a raging controversyin the
ensuing debate on Soviet industrialization.
A seminal participant in this debate was
Evgeny Preobrazhensky,who proposed that
the state can, and should,increaseits surplus
by turning the terms of trade against peasants.4 This policy of "primitive accumulation" was challengedon a numberof different groundsby many membersof the Soviet
leadership(see AlexanderErlich,1960).What
interests us here about the Soviet debate is
that some of our results clarify and correct
certaincrucialelementsof this debate.
Even though the discussions within the
USSR itself had subsidedwith the institution
of Joseph Stalin'scollectivizationpolicy, the
town vs. country problems have remained
importantin recentdecadesin many socialist
countries, for example, in Eastern Europe
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'The term price scissors was used extensively in the
Soviet industrialization debate. It denotes the relative
price of the industrial (urban) good in terms of the
agricultural (rural) good. It is interesting to note that the
diagram of the relative movements of the retail prices of
agricultural and industrial goods in the USSR, between
April 1922 and March 1924, indeed resembles a pair of
scissors (Maurice Dobb, 1966, p. 164).

2" The Foundation of every division of labour... is
the separation of town from country. One might well
say that the whole economic history of society is summed
up in the movement of this antithesis. However, for the
moment we shall not go into this" (1967, p. 472). Marx
does not elaborate on this issue in his later writing
either.
3For example, Nikolai Bukhanrn (1971), Vladimir
Lenin (1975a, b), Evgeny Preobrazhensky (1965), Joseph
Stalin (1954), and Leon Trotsky (1971).
4Preobrazhensky's
verbal model consisted of a
peasant sector existing side by side with a state controlled industrial sector. This model, as Avinash Dixit
correctly points out (1973, p. 325), can be considered a
precursor of the modern models of dual developing
economies.
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and in the People's Republic of China.
Specifically, the past attempts of several
socialisteconomiesto achieve direct control
of the agriculturalsector have not been particularlysuccessful,and these experiencesin
turn have added greater relevance to the
examinationof indirectcontrol mechanisms,
as, for example,throughprice incentives.
Similarconsiderationsare relevantin developingeconomies.In fact, in a typical developingeconomy,not only does the government have fewerinstrumentsof control,but
also the agriculturalsector plays a more important role in determiningnational output
and employment.It is not surprising,therefore, that the issue of intersectoralpricingis
a central aspect of policymakingin many
developingeconomies.5The researchon these
issues, however,has been surprisinglyinadequate.6In particular,an analyticalexamination of the scissorsproblemhas been hitherto
lacking,and the presentpaperis intendedto
fill this lacuna.
The plan of the paper is as follows. The
basic model of the economy is presentedin
Section I. Descriptiveanalysis is conducted
in Sections II and III. The analysis of
normativequestions is then taken up. Results on the desirablereformsin the termsof
trade are presentedin Section IV, and the
optimal tax and the optimal terms of trade
are discussedin SectionV. The modelis then
expandedin SectionVI to incorporatelabor
mobility and unemployment. Section VII
contains some comments on the Soviet industrializationdebate. Certainextensionsof
the presentanalysisare discussedin Section
VIII.
5This may also explain why there has been an increasing sense of dissatisfaction with the quantity-based
approach of the traditional theories of economic planning. These approaches, originating in the model of
G. A. Fel'dman (see Nicholas Spulber, 1964), typically
ignore the rural sector entirely, which implicitly means
that the government can force the rural sector to deliver
the desired amount of food needed for the urban workers,
regardlessof the amount of urban goods the rural sector
receives in return.
6A significant recent work in this area is by Michael
Lipton (1977), in which a history of the town vs. country
ideologies is traced. Also, see Dixit (1969), and J. M.
Hornby (1968).
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I. TheModel
The ruralsector'spopulationis N', and A
is the total agriculturalland area which is
owned within the rural sector. Intrasectoral
distributionis ignored,and a = A/N' is the
land area per worker.The term L' denotes
the hours workedby each worker.The production technologyexhibitsconstantreturns
to scale,and X X(A/N', L') X(a, L') is
the output per worker.A ruralworker'sconsumptionof the ruraland the urbangood is
denotedby (x', y'). The surplusof the rural
good per worker,Q,is given by
Q= X- x'.

(1)

The relativeprice of the ruralgood in terms
of the urban good is denoted by p. A rural
worker'sbudgetconstraintbecomes
PQ = y1.

(2)

A rural worker'sutility is representedby
U' = U(xl, y", L). The indirect utility is ob-

tained from
(3)

Vl(p, N1) =

max U(x' y' L')

XI, 121,Ll

+ X'[pX(A/N',

L' )-pxl

-

y-

]

From the envelopetheorem
(4)
and

dV'/dp =XQ > O,
dV'/dN'

where X, = dX/da,

= -

0,
'pXaa/N' &lt;

and A! is the (positive)

marginalutility of income in sector i. It is
evidentthat the ruralsurplusis a functionof
the relative price and the rural population,
that is, Q Q(p, N1). It is also worth keeping in mind that, in our notation,an increase
in the size of price scissors, that is, an increasein the relativepriceof the urbangood,
correspondsto a decreasein p.
The urbanpopulationis N2, and an urban
workersuppliesL2 hours of work which are
fixed by the government,based on technological considerations.The urban worker's
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consumptionof the ruraland the urbangood
is denoted by (x2,

y2),

and w is the wage per

hour, in terms of the industrialgood. The
budgetconstraintof an urbanworkeris given
by

The two basic constraintsin the economy
are the quantitybalances of the urban and
rural goods, respectively.Defining I as the
state'ssurplusof the urbangood, we have
(9)

pX2+

(5)

V2(p,w)

=

I= N2Y-

N2y2 - Nly'; I= K.

y2=wL2.

Denotingthe urbanindividual'sutility function by U2 = U(X2, y2, L2), the indirectutility is obtainedfrom7
(6)
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max U(X2,

y2, L2)

X2 2Y

+ X2[wL2

-

pX2-y2]

The envelopetheoremyields
(7)

3V2/dw = X2L2> 0,

and

8V2/dp=

_-2x2<0.

That is, the urban output is used either for
consumptionor for investment.Similarly,the
balance between the supply and demandof
the ruralgood requires
2x 2(p,w).
(10) N'Q(p,N)=N
Finally,note that the above model can be
easily expandedto include the possibilityof
investingthe urbancapitalgood in the rural
sector. We ignore this aspect because the
focus of the presentpaperis on the analysis
of the terms of trade. This analysis in any
case remains essentially unchanged,as we
will see later, if the investment allocation

decision is incorporated.

Naturally,the urbanconsumptionis a function of the relativepriceand the urbanwage,
that is, x2 -x2(p, w). The consumption
goods are assumedto be normal.The output
of an urban worker is denoted by YY(k, L2), where k = K/N2 is capital stock
per urbanworker,and K is the total urban
capitalstock.
The economy under consideration is a
closed economy.8The sectoral populations
are fixed.The total populationis N, and
(8)

N=N'+N2.

The rural quantities cannot be controlled
directly,but they can be influencedindirectly
through the terms of trade, p. The urban
sectoris somewhatmorecontrollable,in that
the urban wage can be changed by the
government.9
7Individuals' preferencesare assumedidenticalin the
two sectors,but the more generalcase can be easily
workedout.
5Aswe discusslater,this is the correctassumptionto
makefor examiningthe scissorsproblem.For an analysis of pricingin an open economy,see our 1983bpaper.
9We discussotherpossibleinstrumentsof policy, as
well as otherstructuresof the economy,in SectionVIII.

With the features of the economy describedabove,we can now begin the analysis
of the termsof trade.The next two sections
trace the impact of altering the terms of
trade on the basic economicvariables.Interestingly enough, six decades ago, Preobrazhenskyhad presented certain important
propositionson these matters.Our descriptive analysisascertainsthe conditionsunder
which Preobrazhensky'spropositions are
valid.
II. Preobrazhensky's
FirstProposition

Preobrazhensky'smost important claim
was that the state can increase accumulation
by moving the terms of trade against peasants,
that is, by increasing the size of scissors. For

ease of reference,we call this Preobrazhensky's firstproposition.Naturally,this proposition is quite basic, because it asserts the
feasibilityof using the terms of trade as an
instrumentfor society'saccumulation.
Recall that moving the terms of trade
againstpeasantsmeans a decreasein p. The
above propositionthus says: dI/dp < 0. To
examine the conditions under which this
propositionholds, we obtain an alternative
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expression for the state's surplus. Substitution of (2), (5), and (10) in (9) yields

(11)

I= N2(Y-

wL2).

The state's surplus is therefore the difference
between the urban output and the wage payment to the urban workers, and the surplus
does not directly depend on the terms of
trade, p.
A change in p, however, requires a change
in the urban wage w if the demand and
supply balance of the rural good, (10), is to
be preserved. To obtain the relation between
p and w, we first define some notation. Let
m = wL2 be the income of an urban worker,
(12)

EQp=
2
Exp

and

ln Q/alnp,

= -

lnx2/ln

= dln x2/dln
e2
xm

p,
m

be, respectively, the price elasticity of the
rural surplus, the price elasticity of the urban
consumption of the rural good, and the income elasticity of the urban consumption of
the rural good. Also, define eWpas the percent change in the urban wage which must
accompany a percent increase in p. That is,
(13)

ewp

= dlnw/dln p.

Next, differentiation of (10), and the use
of the above definitions yields

(14)

^=

(E p +

xp )xm'

The change in the state's surplus due to a
change in the terms of trade is then obtained
from (11) and (14) as

(15) dI/dp

=-N2wL2(e_p

+ exp)/pe2m

In the above expression, the sign of the
rural surplus response, EQp,is not predictable
theoretically because this response is a composite of the production response, the consumption response, and the labor supply response. Fortunately, however, several sources
of empirical evidence already exist on this
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subject. Among them are (i) analysis of rural
surplus in the Soviet Union during the 1920's
(Dobb, ch. 7), (ii) econometric studies of
economywide supply response of different
crops in many countries, following an early
work by Jere Behrman (1968), and (iii) microeconometric studies of farm-household
behavior (Lawrence Lau, Wuu-Long Lin, and
Pan Yotopoulos, 1978, and Howard Barnum
and Lyn Squire, 1979). All of these studies
indicate a positive surplus response to price.
Based on this evidence, we maintain
throughout the paper that
(16)

e1p>

O.

Now, looking at the right side of (15), exp
and eX,, are positive because consumption
goods are normal. Using (16), therefore,
dl/dp < 0. (In fact, the same result will hold
even if ep is negative within some range.)
Further, note from (15) that a higher EQ
corresponds to a higher magnitude of dI/dp.
We therefore conclude that Preobrazhensky's first proposition is valid, that is, turning
the terms of trade against peasants leads to an
increased accumulation. Also that turning the
terms of trade against peasants leads to a
larger increase in accumulation if the price
response of the rural surplus is larger.
The above results need to be contrasted
with the assertion made by several authors
that increasing the squeeze on farmers
through the price scissors may not lead to
accumulation if the rural surplus is highly
price responsive (for example, Michael Lipton, pp. 129-30, and Ashok Mitra, 1977, p.
54). As shown above, not only is this not
correct, but quite the opposite is true!
The main point missed by earlier researchers is the distinction between the rural
surplus and the state's surplus, and the distinction between the state's surplus and the
consumption of industrial workers. Surely, a
decrease in the relative price of the rural
good will lead to a lower rural surplus, if the
price response of the rural surplus is higher.
This in turn will require a higher decrease in
the urban demand of the rural good, and the
only way in which it can be accomplished is
if a higher decrease in the urban real wage is
enforced by the government. This higher de-
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crease in the urban wage will then naturally
lead to a higher state's surplus.
III. Preobrazhensky's
SecondProposition
The economic content of another important claim of Preobrazhensky can be expressed as follows: by turning the terms of
trade against peasants, it is possible to accumulate in a manner that the economicposition
of industrialworkerswill not deteriorate.'0
This proposition can be expressed in our
notation as: dV2/dp &lt;
0. From the earlier
analysis, it is clear that there are two effects
of changing the terms of trade on an urban
worker: a direct price effect, and an indirect
effect due to the induced change in the urban
wage. The total effect is expressed as

dV2 +V2

dV2

(17)

dp

dw

dw dp

dp

Substitution of (7) in the above yields
(18)

dI

2

[e

We define al = px2/wL2 as the urban
budget share of the rural good, and 82up
- ( p/X2)( ax 2/ dp) F2 as the price elasticity
of the compensated demand for the rural
good in the urban sector. Using these definitions, the Slutsky expression can be written
as
(19)

2p
xp

=2u

xp

dV2
dp

-.

In the above expression, 62p2 0 from the
standard Slutsky property of compensated
demand. It follows from (16) and (20) that
dV2/dp > 0. Also note that a higher eQ
corresponds to a higer dV2/dp.
Therefore: the welfare of industrial workers
must decline if the state accumulates by turning the terms of trade against peasants. Preobrazhensky's second proposition is thereforeinvalid. Also: turning the terms of trade against
peasants leads to a larger decline in the welfare
of industrial workers if the price response of
the rural surplus is larger.
The crucial point missed by Preobrazhensky and subsequent researchers is the constraint generated by the demand and supply
balance of the rural good." This constraint,
(10), dictates the feasible combinations of
the terms of trade and the urban wage and,
hence, it determines the feasible (as well as
the necessary) change in the urban wage
corresponding to any change in the terms of
trade.'2 This in turn determines the effect of
a change in the terms of trade on the state's
surplus as well as on the welfare of urban
workers.
To recapitulate, we have shown that turning the terms of trade against the rural sector
leads to an increase in the state's surplus
according to (15), and that it leads to a
decrease in the welfare of urban workers
according to (20). Finally, the effect of the
terms of trade on the rural sector's welfare is
given directly by (4). As one would expect,
the peasants experience a decrease in welfare
if the price ratio is turned against them.

+ a2E2
x xrni

Substitution of (14), and (19), in (18) gives
(20)
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2
X2X

I + .2u

QP2

2

x

xm

""'The objection that taxation on the basis of a
definite price policy will affect the wages of workers... is
completely futile... . Here is a numerical example: if as
a result of an appropriate price policy the working class
along with the rest of the population pays to the state
industry say 50 million, the state can easily return this
sum to the workers by an increase in wages..." (Preobrazhensky, p. 112).

l 'It is in fact possible that some governments are also
ignorant of such a constraint. If this is the case, then a
government may decide to lower the relative price of
food w'itilout changing the urban wage. A natural response to the resulting shortage of food in cities would
be to introduce an urban rationing system. In turn, then,
one could argue that the recurring occurrences of rationing in many economies is consistent with the kind of
ignorance suggested above. In any event, a rationing
system, whether it is introduced by design or because
the government is unaware of the constraints in the
economy, entails a different set of instruments than the
one on which we focus in this paper. See our 1983b
paper for further analysis.
'2Contrast this to fn. 10, which appears to suggest
that the urban wage can be arbitrarily changed along
with any given change in the terms of trade.
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These three effects are now put together for
normative analysis, which is conducted in
the next two sections.
IV. Reformin the Termsof Trade
The aim of a policy reform analysis is to
identify rules for an improvement in society's
overall welfare. Naturally any such rule is
more useful if less information is required to
apply it. The results in this section are particularly significant from this point of view
because, as we shall see, their application
requires quite minimal information.
The first step in the analysis of reform is
to define the aggregate social welfare. For
this, we use an additive Bergson-Samuelson
social welfare function, 4', to aggregate over
individual utilities.
N'W(Vl) + N2W(V2),

(21)

where W is concave and increasing in V. If 8
is the social value of the marginal investment, then the current value of the aggregate
social welfare, H, is given by
(22)

H=

+ 8I.

Substituting (11) in (22)
(23)

H= NW(V(p,

N1))

+ N2W(V2(p,w))+

N2+

dH
dp
=

dH
dp

NllQ +
-

N2wL2_wp

-

dH/dp = N2x2(f1
+

_32)

N2X2(12

-)

Ep/a2.

Note that the above expression clearly separates the two distinct effects of a change in
the relative price. The first term is the direct
effect of an increase in the relative price of
the rural good, which benefits the peasants
but hurts the urban workers. The second
term is the net effect of the induced increase
in the urban wage, which benefits the urban
workers but reduces the investment fund.
The expression (25) can now be used to
obtain the rules for reform in the terms of
trade, that is, the sufficient conditions which
will guarantee that a specific change in the
relative price will increase the social welfare.
Rewriting (25), we obtain
dH/dp = N2x2[(

1

6)

+ (2

-_

)(E

a/2_-1)]

.

2 2 2
Next note from (19) that eXp >lx
Ei >1,
because e2p > 0. Further, as Ep> 0, it follows from (14) that

(27)

H dw
dw dp

/ >1.

Substitution of the above in (26) yields the
following two rules for reforms:
2
-x2

N2P

(25)

-wL2].

The above expression is now perturbed
with respect to p, while ensuring a corresponding perturbation in the urban wage to
preserve the identity (10). Using (4) and (7),
we obtain
(24)

in sector i. The three terms on the right-hand
side of (24) represent, respectively, the
welfare gain to the rural sector, the welfare
gain to the urban sector, and the loss of
investment due to an increase in the relative
price of the rural good. Naturally, these gains
and losses are weighed by their respective
social weights.
Using (10), and the definition of the budget
share, a2, (24) can be expressed as

(26)
[
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+

(28)

dH/dp <0, if fi<6and32 <6
(with at least one strict inequality);

(29)

dH/dp> O, if 2 > and 2>
(with at least one strict inequality).

/p,

where S' = X'dW/dV' is the social value of a
marginal increase in the income of a worker
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From (28) and (29), we find that: moving
the terms of trade against (in favor of)
peasants is desirable if the social weight on
investment is greater (smaller) than the social
weights on rural and urban income. Note that

this rule holds no matter which one of the
two social weights on income is larger.The
reason for this is quite simple. If the social
valuationof a dollar of investmentexceeds
the social valuationof a dollar of consumption (in both sectors), then the gains from
moving the prices against peasants exceed
the losses due to decreased consumption,
regardlessof which one of the two sets of
workersis worse off.
Whatis importantabout these rulesis that
their use does not requirethe knowledgeof
the behavioralparameters(such as the rural
surplus response, and the urban consumption response).Our rules can be used solely
on the basis of the social weights in the
existing regime, that is, the social weights
associatedwith a dollar of rural and urban
income versus a dollar of investment.The
simplicityof these rules is quite unlike the
resultswhichone typicallyfindsin the public
financeliterature(see AnthonyAtkinsonand
Stiglitz,1980,pp. 382-86, for a recentreview
of this material).
The procedurefor moving the terms of
trade in the desirabledirectioncan now be
examined.Suppose we are in an initial regime in which the social weight on investment exceeds the two social weights on income. Then, from (28) the relativeprice of
the rural good, p, should be decreased.A
decrease in p, from (4) and (20), will decrease the individual utilities, Vl and V2,
but, on the other hand, it will increase the
investmentI, due to (15). The social weights
on income, 131and 32, will in turn increase
since individualsnow have lower levels of
utility.'3In contrast,it is natural to expect
that the decreasein p will lead to a decrease

13This is because d/l dV< 0. To ensure this, we are
assuming that either (i) the social welfare function is
strictly concave and the marginal utility of income is
nomncreasing in income, or (ii) the social welfare function is concave and the marginal utility of income is
decreasing in income.
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in the social weight on investment, 8, because

the investmenthas becomelarger.
Thus, after every small decrease in the
relative price, we need to compare

/31,

I2,

and S. The price decrease should be continueduntil that point when the largerof the
two socialweightson incomesbecomesequal
to the social weighton investment.Once this
equality arises, any finite decreasein p will
violate (28). Thus, we can no longer use the
rules of reform,and additionalinformation
is needed to facilitate furtherpolicymaking.
Essentiallythe sameline of reasoningapplies
for an increasein the relativeprice if we are
in an initialregimein whichthe social weight
on investment is smaller than both of the
social weights on income, that is, when (29)
holds.
A finalpoint needs to be emphasizedhere.
The above analysisclearlyshows that, over a
rangeof social weights,the decisionto widen
or to narrowthe pricescissorsis independent
of the comparisonbetween rural and urban
welfare. Instead, this decision depends on
the intertemporalcomparisonbetween consumptionand investment.
V. Optimal
Termsof Trade
We are alreadyin a position to recognize
some featuresof the optimalprice structure.
Assuming that a unique interior maximum
exists for our maximization problem, we
should have dH/dp = 0 at the optimum. The

necessaryconditionsfor this characteristicof
the optimumcan be extractedfrom (28) and
(29). We find that the optimalprice structure
must satisfy"4
(30)

/31>

> #2

or/2>S5>pl.

In other words, if the social weight on
investment does not lie between the social
weights on the rural and the urban income,
then the regimeis not optimal,and it can be
improved through price policy. This result
needs to be contrastedwith a view often held
in the literatureon project evaluation that
14To keep our exposition uncluttered, we are ruling
out a rather rare regime in which /31 = ,B2 = S
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the social weight on investment should be
higher than the (undifferentiated) social
weight on consumption (Yotopoulos and
Jeffrey Nugent, 1976, p. 385, for example).
The view is incorrect if the terms of trade
can be used as an instrument of policy.
Before analyzing the optimal term of trade,
we take up the question of taxation in the
present policy problem. The recent literature
on optimal tax theory suggests that more
insights can often be obtained by comparing
market prices with shadow prices, rather than
by comparing producer and consumer prices
(Stiglitz and Partha Dasgupta, 1971). This is
especially relevant here since producer and
consumer prices are identical. In fact, a rural
worker is simultaneously a producer and a
consumer.
We therefore define "tax" ("subsidy") as
the difference between the consumer (producer) price and the social opportunity cost
of producing the same good. If q is the
shadow price of the rural good, then the
shadow price of the rural good in terms of
the urban good is q/6. The subsidy rate
therefore is defined as s = (p - 'q/6)/p. An
interesting feature of the present problem is
that the same price regime will mean a subsidy to one sector and a tax on another
sector. For example, if s > 0, then the urban
sector is paying a tax while the rural sector is
receiving a subsidy.
To obtain the optimal tax formula, the
following Lagrangian is defined by explicitly
incorporating the rural good constraint, (10),
into the maximand
(31)

Z=4,+6[N2y-N2y2-Nlyl]
+ T4N'Q

- N2X2]I

where 4 is given by (21), and p and w are the
control variables.1 The first-order conditions
with respect to p and w, after some manipu5 Note that the focus in this paper is on determining
the properties of the optimal regime at any given point
in time. An instructive and useful extension will be to
find out how the optimum policy variables as well as the
resulting welfare levels of individuals change over time.
Such an analysis of the optimal time path is beyond the
scope of the present paper.
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lation,16 can be written as

(32)

s = (P:-

(33)

s = (S-SB2)/6a2E2

2)/S

EI

+ E2P)

Equations (32) and (33) are alternative
expressions for the optimal subsidy rate, and
these can be easily interpreted. Note from
(32) that s is positive or negative depending
on whether /31 is greater than or smaller than
32. A higher /, on the other hand, corresponds to a lower level of utility (see fn. 13).
The expression (32), therefore, clearly demarcates the location of the optimal tax (or
subsidy) between the two sectors: the workers
who are better off should be taxed, while the
workers who are worse off should be subsidized. This result is independent of the behavioral responses in the economy, of the social valuation of investment, and of whether
the peasants or the industrial workers are better off. Note, however, that the magnitude of
subsidy does depend on the social weight on
investment.
The influence of the rural surplus response
on the subsidy can be partly understood in
the following manner. For the moment, assume that the social weights are constants.
rhen, a higher c1 means that an increase in
the price p leads to a higher loss (gain) to the
government if p exceeds (is less than) 'q/6.
The government, therefore, would want to
keep a lower absolute value of the rate of
subsidy, as (32) indicates. This explanation,
however, is only partial because our formulae for an optimum do not provide a
closed-form solution for the rate of subsidy.
The formula for the optimal price is easily
obtained by equating the right-hand sides of
(32) and (33), and using (14):
(34)

px2(l

_-I2)

= wL2(8 -I2)c.W

The above expression equates the net social
gain from a price increase to the net social
loss due to the price-induced wage increase.
Rearranging the terms in (34), we obtain a

16We use (4) and (7), and also the expressions for
dp, and d3p2/dw from (2) and (5).

d /dp, dI,
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remarkablysimple rule to characterizethe
optimum.
(35)

(6 -132)

=

axbudget

share.

Alternative Characterizations: In the

above analysiswe have employedthe terms
of tradeas the instrumentof control.This we
have done to keep the analysis within the
context of the scissors problem. There are
several alternativeways, however,in which
the presentproblemcan be characterized.
First, considerthe control of the nominal
priceof the urbangood or the nominalurban
wage, because it is through these variables
that a terms-of-tradepolicy can actuallybe
implemented.It can be verifiedthat an increase in the nominal price of the urban
good correspondsto a movementin the terms
of tradeagainstthe ruralsector,and that an
increase in the nominal urban wage corresponds to a movementin the termsof trade
in favor of the rural sector. Either one of
these two nominalvariablescan thereforebe
used as the instrumentof control, without
affectingthe results.
Second,the economiccontent of the analysis remainsunchangedif either the level of
investment,I, or the ruralsurplus,Q, is used
as the independent policy instrument. In
these cases the analysis will correspondto
what is sometimes called the "investment
problem,"and the "marketedsurplus"problem.
Third,our conclusionsregardingthe terms
of trade remain essentiallyunalteredif the
"modern" capital good produced in the
urban sector can be productivelyemployed
in the rural sector, and if the government
exercises the choice over the intersectoral
allocationof investment.As a simple example, considerthe case in which there is positive investmentin both sectors and the rent
on the ruralcapital accruesto the ruralsector. Then it can be verifiedthat pricingrules
(32)-(35) continue to characterizethe optimum.Similarly,our qualitativeresultson the
terms of trade will not change if a timedependent process of technical progress in
productionis incorporatedin the model.
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Finally, we can reinterpret our analysis in
a decentralized economic setting. To see this,
first imagine that the government instructs
its public sector managers to maximize profits based on the nominal prices they face, but
introduces either a commodity tax on the
urban good or a wage tax. Naturally, then,
the government can control the terms of
trade at any level that it desires. In particular, the optimum which we analyzed earlier is
implementable in this manner. Next, assume
that the industrial production is privately
owned, but that the government imposes a
100 percent profit tax, and that it also imposes one of the two taxes mentioned above.
It follows that the desired public policy can
be implemented through a private market
equilibrium.'7
VI. Unemploymentand LaborMobilityin
DevelopingEconomies
Many developing economies are characterized by significant unemployment as well
as by endogenous mobility of labor between
rural and urban sectors. It is then necessary
that the design of pricing policy in such

economies should take into account its influence on labor mobility and unemployment.'8 In this section, therefore, we extend
our basic model to include these additional
aspects.
The population is now divided into three

groupsconsistingof employedruralworkers,
employed urban workers, and unemployed
workers. Their utilities are represented by
V'(p, N'), V2(p,w), and V", and their
populations are denoted by N', N2, and NU,

respectively.For simplicity,the presentanalysis abstracts from transfer arrangements
from the employedto the unemployedwork17The relationshipbetween the optimal production
and pricingin publicenterprisesandoptimaltaxationof
privateenterpriseshas been discussedin the standard
tax literature.See, for instance,Stiglitzand Dasgupta.
'8By the same token, the valuationof labor,i.e., the
shadowwageof labor,will be influencednot only by the
dependenceof the two sectors throughtrade and resourcetransfers,but also by the pricingpoliciesof the
government.The existingliteratureon the shadowwage
has not paid sufficientattentionto these relationships.
See our 1983apaperfor a morecompleteanalysis.
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ers, and assumesthat the unemployedworkers have zero income.
We posit that the mobilityof labor across
differentgroupsof workerscan be described
througha reduced-formequation
(36)
N =N'(p w N2)
which gives the ruralpopulationas a function of the relative price, the urban wage,
and urbanemployment.It follows then that
the level of unemploymentcan be obtained
as a functionof the same variables,since
N= N' +N2+ Nu.

(37)

(38)

Mp

dl NandN'
dln p adme=

are the elasticities of the rural population
with respect to the relativeprice and urban
employment, respectively, and Qa
dln Q/lln a is the elasticityof ruralsurplus
per rural worker with respect to land per
ruralworker.Further, Qp- dln(N'Q)/ dln p
is elasticityof total ruralsurpluswith respect
to its price. It is simpleto verifythat
(3)

Qp =-'Qp + (1 Ea

dln N'

8lnN 2

) Mp.

The relevantLagrangianis definedby (31)
in which
(40)

Note that our representationof labor mobility is quite general.Specifichypothesesconcerningmigrationwhichhave been proposed
in the literature,for example, the HarrisTodarohypothesis(JohnHarrisand Michael
Todaro,1970),can be treatedas specialcases
of the above.
Next, one needs to specify the determination of the urban wage. A numberof alternative theories have been proposed in the
literature(see Stiglitz, 1982a, b), and it is
possibleto examinethe correctpricingpolicy
for each of these theories of urban wage
determination(see our 1983a paper for such
an approach).For brevity,however,we follow here a simple hypothesis,accordingto
whichthe urbanwage is fixed,and the urban
employment is controlled by the government. This representation of what the
government can control in a developing
economyconformsto the view that the urban
wage is institutionallydeterminedand also
that muchof the urbanemploymentis in the
public sector, over which the government
exercisessome control.
Note, however, that the two policy variables,p and N2, cannot be controlledindependently in the present problem. This is
becausea given combinationof (p, N2) determinesa level of N' through(36), and the
resultingset of variablescannotin generalbe
expected to satisfy the quantity balance of
the ruralgood, (10).
For lateruse, we definethe followingelasticities.Basedon (36),
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+ N2W(V2)

A=N'W(Vl)

+(N-N1-N

2)W(Vu).

The first-orderconditions with respect to p
and N2 can be obtainedeasily. For brevity,
we presentand interpretonly the first-order
conditionwith respectto p, whichaftermaking substitutionswhich are similarto those
encounteredearlier,can be writtenas
(41)

s

[

I: -A 2)+(pMp

I

e

p(plpI

+ (I _

,2

)M+

'.2 ]

where
(42)

,p-W(V)

- W(Vu) /lpX

a.

Note immediatelythat (41) reducesto (32) if
Mp= 0. This is preciselywhat we would expect. If the marginalmigrationis zero, then
the rule for optimalpricingwith endogenous
migrationis the same as the one in which
populationsare fixed.
The additionaleffectsintroducedby labor
mobility can be understood intuitively by
comparing(41) with (32). First note that the
ruralsurplusresponsein the denominatorof
(41) is now redefined,accordingto (39), to
includethe effectof priceon the size of rural
population.Second, from (42), 4 is the gain
in the social welfare if one unemployed
workerbecomes employedin the rural sector. This includes the direct gain, W(V')W(Vu), and the indirectloss, f3pX,a, due to
the increasedcongestion on the rural land.
The term containing 4 in (41), therefore,
representsthe welfare gain from the priceinducedlabor mobility.
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In the rest of this section, we provide
a specificillustrationof the above approach
in which the migrationis describedby the
Harris-Todarohypothesis.Accordingto this
hypothesis,the unemployedworkersare in
the urbansector, and the probabilitythat a
migrantworkerfrom the rural sector finds
employment in the urban sector is N2/(N

-

N'). The sectoral populations are determinedby the equalizationof the ruralutility
with the expectedurbanutility. That is, the
expression(36) is specializedto
(43)
(N-

N')V1

=

N2V2 +-(N-

N'

-

N2)Vu.

To ensure that NU remainspositive, it is
explicitly assumed that V2 > V' > VU.This
naturallyrestrictsthe range of prices within
whichthe abovehypothesisis meaningful.In
addition,we make the followingsimplifying
assumptions:(i) the rural land is not too
scarce, that is, X, and EI are negligiblein
magnitude,and (ii) the social welfarefunc-
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There are two results to be noted. First,
s > 0 from (45). Therefore,the optimal terms
of trade will entail a subsidy to peasants and a
tax on industrial workers.
Second, the optimal terms of trade will entail a level of industrial employmentsuch that
the industrial wage will exceed the marginal
product of an industrial worker. This follows

from (44), (46), and s > 0. The idea behind
this result is quite intuitive.The society in
the present case is concernedonly with the
ruralutilitybecausethis utilityis the sameas
the expected utility of other workers. An
increasein the ruralprice thereforeraisesthe
social welfare associatedwith consumption.
From an earlierresult,on the other hand, a
higherruralpricewill be accompaniedby an
increasein the urbanemployment.The contributionof an additional urban worker to
investment is (Y1 - w)L2, which declines as

tion is utilitarian, that is, W(V) = V, and

urban employmentincreasesbecause of the
declining marginal product. The optimal
terms of trade will thus involve a tradeoff
betweena gain in consumptionand a loss in
investment.The latterobviouslyimpliesthat

/-X= A. Because of the second assumption,

Y, <W.

our results do not depend on whether the
social welfarefunctionis definedover the ex
ante or the ex post utilitiesof workers.
By perturbing(43) with respect to p and
N2, we find that
and Me<O.
(44)
MP>0
A result follows immediately.An increase
(decrease) in the price of agricultural output
will be accompaniedby an increase (decrease)
in industrialemployment.This can be seen as

follows. An increasein p increasesthe total
ruralsurplusbecauseE" > 0, from (39) and
(44). Also, an increase in p decreases the
urban demand for the rural good. As a result, therewill be an oversupplyof the rural
good. An increasein the urbanemployment
will thereforebe necessaryto achieve a balance betweenthe demandand supplyof the
ruralgood.
Fromthe first-orderconditionsof optimality with respectto p and N2, we obtain
(45) s = kN1N8N1
(E"
(46) s = N2L2(w
where Y = dY/L2.

-

+ '_2
P)

Y1)/N'pQ(l

-

Me),

VII. Commentson the SovietDebate

A significant shortcomingof the Soviet
debatewas the lack of attentiongiven to the
behavioral responses of peasants. This is
especially surprising since the economic
events facedby the early Sovietstate (Dobb,
ch. 7), as well as VladimirLenin'swarnings,'9
had alreadypointed out the importanceof
incentives.Be that as it may, we have clearly
demonstratedthat the behavioralresponses
of peasantsare centralto any analysisof the
scissorsproblem.
On the specificeffectsof turningthe prices
against peasants, we find that the government can indeedincreasethe rateof accumulation by imposing a price squeeze on
peasants.This effect was originallyclaimed
by Preobrazhensky,and his claim is valid,
despite the doubts raised by subsequentresearchers.But, the other importantproposithat the price
tion madeby Preobrazhensky,
,..it is impossible to increase the production and
collection of grain ... except by improving the condition
of the peasantry..." (1975b, p. 536).
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squeeze can be operated without hurting the
industrial proletariat, is invalid. A price
squeeze on peasants will hurt the industrial
proletariat, just as it will hurt the peasants.
It is of some interest to note here that
much of the criticism faced by Preobrazhensky in the Soviet debate was that he was
anti-peasant. "They accused him of favoring
the 'exploitation' of the peasants, of advocating a kind of internal colonialism" (Alec
Nove, 1965, p. xi). In fact, Preobrazhensky
himself devoted much of his energies to trying to prove that he was not as anti-peasant
as his book might have suggested at first (see
his reply to Nikolai Bukharin and other opponents in the Appendix in his book). Some
of this criticism might have been avoided, we
suspect, had he not claimed (incorrectly, as
demonstrated by our analysis) that the industrial proletariat would not have to pay
any price for the state's accumulation.
Our analysis has also shown that the determination of the correct "tax" level or the
correct size of the scissors depends on the
social valuation of the welfare of the peasants
and the industrial proletariat, as compared
to the social valuation of investment (see
equations (32)-(35)). On this score, it has
often been believed that the peasants' welfare
was irrelevant to the early Soviet state. Probably a better interpretation of the precollectivization debates might be that Preobrazhensky represented the lower end of the
concern for the peasants, in contrast to Lenin
who represented the middle position,20 and
to Bukharin who represented the higher end
of the concern for the peasants.21 On the
other hand, it appears that the early Soviet
leadership was fairly unanimous in placing a
higher social weight on investment as compared to consumption, and in placing a higher
social weight on the consumption of the industrial proletariat as compared to the consumption of the peasants.22
20

See Lenin (1975a).
21Bukharin, in fact, exhorted the peasants to enrich
themselves.
22Stated differentl?r,it appears that there was unanimity on 8 > 132 > 1 . But there were differences on the
relative size of /3' compared to /32 It is obvious that, in
the present context, the welfare evaluations are not
based on an anonymous social welfare function.
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For this interpretation of the initial Soviet
situation, our analysis shows that a movement in the terms of trade against peasants
emerges as desirable, at least to that point
where investment and the consumption of
industrial protetariat have the same social
weight (see equation (28)). The direction of
change in the terms of trade, therefore, remains the same even though the relative concern for peasants might differ! The level of
tax to be imposed on peasants, on the other
hand, will differ according to the social concern for them: a higher concern will correspond to a lower tax (see equation (32)).
VIII. Extensions
There are two important aspects of a model
of policy analysis such as the present one:
the structure of the economy under consideration, and the instruments of policy which
the government can (or cannot) employ. We
have worked with a simple dual economy
model, while ensuring an adequate representation of individuals' incentives. The terms
of trade is the instrument of control on which
we have focussed, although we have discussed a number of alternative ways in which
the same control problem can be characterized. It is always possible to include
additional instruments in an analysis, but one
needs to exercise some care in doing so.
Take the example of the policy debates in
the Soviet Union in the 1920's. A number of
instruments of policy, other than the terms
of trade, were brought up in these debates;
among them were quantity controls, credit
policy, foreign trade and borrowing, railway
tariff, and printing money. It was widely
acknowledged, however, that the opportunities provided by these additional instruments
were at best quite limited, given the institutional limitations of the economy at that
time. Further, it was also acknowledged that
the inadequacies of the bureaucracy and the
possibility of an underground economy were
quite serious, and that these features should
be considered in using any instrument which
required a direct control of quantities.23
23 '
Exchange is freedom to trade; it is capitalism. It is
useful to us in as much as it will help us overcome the
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The institutional constraints faced by many
developing countries today are no less restrictive, probably much more so, than those
faced by the early Soviet state. For such
countries, therefore, it is desirable to focus
on instruments like the terms of trade, which
are less difficult to implement.
In developing economies with relatively
greater institutional capabilities, however,
many instruments of policy have been used
which are relevant to the town vs. country
considerations. Among the instruments which
need to be examined are agricultural marketing boards and internal tax borders which
exercise some regional control over prices
and can tax the marketed surplus, and nonprice methods for the distribution of food in
urban areaS.24,25

IX. Conclusion
The problem of price scissors has remained a controversial issue ever since the
Soviet leadership debated it in the 1920's.
Also, it is a topic of substantial importance
in much of today's developing world. Our
analysis of the problem shows that some of
the received wisdom on this issue is correct,
while some of it is not correct. We conclude
that the rate of accumulation in a socialist
economy can indeed be increased by imposing a price squeeze on the rural sector.
But, a price squeeze on the peasants leads to
a decrease in the welfare of industrial
workers, just as it leads to a decrease in the
welfare of the peasants. We have also identified the critical parameters which influence
the impact of the terms of trade on the

dispersal of the small producer, and to a certain degree
combat the evils of bureaucracy"(Lenin, 1975b, p. 555).
24Another issue which arises repeatedly in policy
discussions is the role and the nature of correct pricing
and taxation policies in those open developing economies which not only have the special features associated
with dualism, but which in addition face restrictions on
the external trade of some of the goods they produce, as
well as on the external borrowing which is available to
them. For an analysis of many of these issues, see our
1983b paper.
-5See Sah (1982) for a comparison of the performance of several different nonprice instruments to allocate a good within a single sector with many consumers.
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state's surplus, and on the welfare of industrial workers.These parametersare the
price responseof the rural surplus,and the
price and the income responseof the urban
consumptionof the ruralgood.
Our analysis of desirablereforms in the
terms of trade yields rules that are particularly simpleto use, requiringonly the knowledge of the social weightson the incomesof
workersin the two sectorsand of the social
weight on investment. In many cases, the
desirabilityof a shift in the terms of trade
can be assessed simply by looking at the
intertemporaltradeoffs(ratherthan by looking at the rural-urbantradeoffs).Finally,we
have analyzed the optimal terms of trade.
This analysis leads to a remarkablysimple
rule to determinewhich of the two sectors
should be taxed and which should be subsidized.
We have then extended our analysis to
incorporateunemploymentand labor mobility, which are critical features of many of
today's developingeconomies.Using a simple modelwith rigidindustrialwage,we show
that the optimal terms of trade will entail a
subsidy to the ruralsector and a tax on the
urbansector.Further,the correspondinglevel
of urban employmentwill be such that the
urbanwage will exceed the marginalproduct
of an urbanworker.
We also discussa numberof otherways in
which the presentapproachcan be expanded
to suit the varyingeconomic structuresand
institutionalcapabilitiesof differenteconomies. These extensionswill naturallymodify
the preciseform of the resultsobtainedhere.
We believe, however, that the central economic effects which we have broughtout in
our analysis, focussingon the consequences
of pricing policy (terms of trade) on incentives in the ruraland the urbansectors,and
the general equilibriumeffects of a price
change on the welfareof individualsand on
accumulation,will remainvalid.
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